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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By
using this search, you are agreeing to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 08/25/2017 Met Inspection Standards

During This Visit
 More information about inspections.

5 1 6

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites
violations of Florida's sanitation and safety laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could contribute directly to a
foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing.
Intermediate violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to
foodborne illness or injury. These violations include personnel training, documentation or record
keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the
division's procedures are designed to compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits,
administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation
08B-45-
4

Basic - Case/container/bag of food stored on floor in walk-in cooler/freezer. Case of
baguettes on freezer floor - operator moved to shelf. **Corrected On-Site**

12B-07-
4

Basic - Employee beverage container on a food preparation table or over/next to clean
equipment/utensils. Operator removed open beverage. **Corrected On-Site**

13-07-4
Basic - Employee wearing jewelry other than a plain ring on their hands/arms while
preparing food. Employee preparing food wearing a watch - employee removed watch.
**Corrected On-Site**

21-04-4   Basic - In-use wet wiping cloth/towel used under cutting board. Operator removed.
**Corrected On-Site**

05-16-4   Basic - No conspicuously located ambient air temperature thermometer in reach-in cooler.
Missing from several cold holding units.

08B-14-
4

Basic - Stored food not covered in walk-in freezer. Case of baguettes open - operator
covered. **Corrected On-Site**

03A-15-
4

High Priority - All potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) foods in
reach-in cooler cold held at greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. 2 door victory - sour
cream 59°, cut cabbage 62° held over 4 hours - see stop sale. Operator discarded.
**Corrected On-Site**

03A-02-
4

High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food cold held at
greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. Boiled eggs 51° held just under 4 hours - operator
moved to ice bath. **Corrective Action Taken**

03E-02-   High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food reheated
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4 for hot holding not reaching 165 degrees Fahrenheit for 15 seconds within 2 hours. Corned
beef 99°-117° hot holding - operator removed from buffet and moved to steamer.
**Corrective Action Taken**

08A-10-
4   

High Priority - Raw animal food stored over ready-to-eat food in reach-in cooler. Raw
chicken over cooked corned beef- operator moved corned beef to adjacent cooler.
**Corrected On-Site**

01B-02-
4   

High Priority - Stop Sale issued on potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for
safety) food due to temperature abuse. All potentially hazardous (time/temperature control
for safety) foods in reach-in cooler cold held at greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. 2 door
victory - sour cream 59°, cut cabbage 62° held over 4 hours - see stop sale. Operator
discarded.

14-74-5   

Intermediate - Cold holding equipment not maintained in good repair. Do not store
potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food in this unit until the unit is
repaired. Victory 2 door reach in ambient temperature 62°. Operator contacted technician.
**Corrective Action Taken**

2601 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee FL 32399 :: Email: Customer Contact Center :: Customer Contact Center: 850.487.1395

 
The State of Florida is an AA/EEO employer. Copyright 2007-2010 State of Florida. Privacy Statement

  
Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public-records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact the office by phone or by traditional mail. If you have any questions, please contact
850.487.1395. *Pursuant to Section 455.275(1), Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2012, licensees licensed under Chapter 455, F.S. must
provide the Department with an email address if they have one. The emails provided may be used for official communication with the licensee.

However email addresses are public record. If you do not wish to supply a personal address, please provide the Department with an email
address which can be made available to the public.
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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By using this search, you are agreeing
to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

 
Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 06/26/2017

 
Follow-up Inspection Required

 Violations require further review, but are not an immediate threat to the public.
 More information about inspections.

 

2 7 5

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites violations of Florida's sanitation and safety
laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could
contribute directly to a foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing. Intermediate
violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to foodborne illness or injury. These violations include
personnel training, documentation or record keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the division's procedures are designed to
compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits, administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation
12B-07-
4   Basic - Employee beverage container on a food preparation table or over/next to clean equipment/utensils. Operator removed

opened bottle of water. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**
08B-12-
4   Basic - Food stored in holding unit not covered. Chopped ham not covered in reach in cooler. Operator covered. **Corrected On-

Site** **Warning**
14-70-4   Basic - Ice buildup in walk-in freezer. Freezer 2. **Warning**

21-04-4   Basic - In-use wet wiping cloth/towel used under cutting board. Operator removed wet towel. **Corrected On-Site**
**Warning**

08B-14-
4   Basic - Stored food not covered in walk-in freezer. Butter rosettes not covered. **Warning**

03A-02-
4   High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food cold held at greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit.

Cooked pasta 48° held under 4 hours moved to freezer. **Corrective Action Taken** **Warning**

03G-11-
4   

High Priority - Reduced oxygen packaged fish packaged onsite no longer frozen and not removed from reduced oxygen package.
Smoked fish not frozen held under 48 hours in crayovac. Operator removed smoked fish from crayovac. **Corrected On-Site**
**Warning**

48-02-5   Insurance inspector boiler report not posted in boiler room. For reporting purposes only. Operator posted. **Corrected On-Site**
22-20-4   Intermediate - Accumulation of black/green mold-like substance in the interior of the ice machine. Wait station. **Warning**

02C-03-
4   

Intermediate - Commercially processed ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food opened and
held more than 24 hours not properly date marked after opening. Chopped ham held over 24 hours not date marked. Operator
date marked. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**

03F-10-
4   Intermediate - No written procedures available for use of time as a public health control to hold potentially hazardous

(time/temperature control for safety) food. Emailed copy of TPHC form to operator. **Corrective Action Taken** **Warning**
02B-02-
4   Intermediate - Raw/undercooked animal food offered and establishment has no written consumer advisory. Raw animal foods

must be fully cooked prior to service. Emailed copy to operator- operator printed and posted. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**

02C-02-
4   

Intermediate - Ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food prepared onsite and held more than
24 hours not properly date marked. Cooked potatoes, cooked potato pancakes not date marked - operator date marked.
**Corrected On-Site** **Warning**

53B-05-
5   Intermediate - Required employee training expired for all employees. To order approved program food safety material, call DBPR

contracted provider: Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association (SafeStaff) 866-372-7233. **Warning**
53B-14-
5   Intermediate - Required employee training expired for some employees. To order approved program food safety material, call

DBPR contracted provider: Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association (SafeStaff) 866-372-7233. **Warning**

2601 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee FL 32399 :: Email: Customer Contact Center :: Customer Contact Center: 850.487.1395

 
The State of Florida is an AA/EEO employer. Copyright 2007-2010 State of Florida. Privacy Statement

  
Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead,

contact the office by phone or by traditional mail. If you have any questions, please contact 850.487.1395. *Pursuant to Section 455.275(1), Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2012, licensees
licensed under Chapter 455, F.S. must provide the Department with an email address if they have one. The emails provided may be used for official communication with the licensee. However email

addresses are public record. If you do not wish to supply a personal address, please provide the Department with an email address which can be made available to the public.
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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By
using this search, you are agreeing to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

 
Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 12/20/2016

 
Met Inspection Standards

 During This Visit
 More information about inspections.

 

4 1 6

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites
violations of Florida's sanitation and safety laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could contribute directly to a
foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing.
Intermediate violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to
foodborne illness or injury. These violations include personnel training, documentation or record
keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the
division's procedures are designed to compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits,
administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation

13-07-4   
Basic - Employee wearing jewelry other than a plain ring on their hands/arms while
preparing food. Employee wearing watch operator had employee remove. **Corrected On-
Site**

24-08-4   Basic - Equipment and utensils not properly air-dried - wet nesting. At prep station - hotel
pans stacked wet. **Repeat Violation**

14-11-4   
Basic - Equipment in poor repair. Bistro reach in cooler drips water inside cooler. Operator
has removed this cooler from use and has ample refrigerator space for bistro use.
**Corrected On-Site**

14-38-4   Basic - Food storage container/container lid cracked or broken. Cracked lexan container in
produce cooler. Operator switched with new container. **Corrected On-Site**

21-04-4   Basic - In-use wet wiping cloth/towel used under cutting board. Salmon cutting station.
Operator removed. **Corrected On-Site**

29-11-4   Basic - Water leaking from pipe and/or faucet/handle. Hot water faucet hand wash sink
next to 3 compartment sink.

03A-15-
4   

High Priority - All potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) foods in
reach-in cooler cold held at greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. Bistro kitchen reach in -
milk 46°, skim milk 48°, cream cheese 48° held under 4 hours operator moved to another
cooler. **Corrective Action Taken**

22-42-4   
High Priority - Chlorine sanitizer not at proper minimum strength for manual warewashing.
Do not use equipment/utensils not properly sanitized. Tested at 0ppm. Operator corrected
to 50ppm. **Corrected On-Site**
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03A-02-
4

  High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food cold held at
greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. At coffee station - Milk 54°, half and half creamer 55°.
Operator replaced with new product. Reviewed time as a public health control and emailed
copy to operator.

03B-01-
4   

High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) hot held at less
than 135 degrees Fahrenheit or above. Cooked sausage 108°-118° held at room
temperature under 2 hours operator moved to alto sham. **Corrective Action Taken**

27-23-4   Intermediate - Hot water at handwash sink does not reach 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
Employee men's bathroom.

2601 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee FL 32399 :: Email: Customer Contact Center :: Customer Contact Center: 850.487.1395

 
The State of Florida is an AA/EEO employer. Copyright 2007-2010 State of Florida. Privacy Statement

  
Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public-records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact the office by phone or by traditional mail. If you have any questions, please contact
850.487.1395. *Pursuant to Section 455.275(1), Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2012, licensees licensed under Chapter 455, F.S. must
provide the Department with an email address if they have one. The emails provided may be used for official communication with the licensee.

However email addresses are public record. If you do not wish to supply a personal address, please provide the Department with an email
address which can be made available to the public.
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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By
using this search, you are agreeing to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

 
Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 05/31/2016

 
Met Inspection Standards

 During This Visit
 More information about inspections.

 

3 5 2

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites
violations of Florida's sanitation and safety laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could contribute directly to a
foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing.
Intermediate violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to
foodborne illness or injury. These violations include personnel training, documentation or record
keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the
division's procedures are designed to compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits,
administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation

24-08-4   Basic - Equipment and utensils not properly air-dried - wet nesting. Observed that metal
food pans are stacked wet on shelving.

10-12-4   
Basic - In-use ice scoop stored on soiled surface between uses. Observed an ice scoop
stored directly on top of an ice machine. It was put in a clean container. **Corrected On-
Site**

03A-02-
4   

High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food cold held at
greater than 41 degrees Fahrenheit. Clarified butter at 80° on the cook's line. The butter
was put on heat to heat up. **Corrective Action Taken**

08A-05-
4   

High Priority - Raw animal food stored over ready-to-eat food. Observed raw skewered
shrimp stored on top of a container of shredded carrots into the pantry walk-in cooler. The
shrimp was relocated. **Corrected On-Site** **Repeat Violation**

02C-01-
4   

High Priority - Ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety)
food marked with a date that exceeds 7 days after opening/preparation. Potato leek soup
dated 5/11/16,tomato soup dated 5/10/16, and lamb au jus dated 5/5/16. They were all
discarded voluntarily. **Corrective Action Taken**

01C-03-
4   Intermediate - Clam/mussel/oyster tags not marked with last date served. Observed that

not all the tags are marked with the date last used.

22-05-4   Intermediate - Cutting board(s) stained/soiled. Observed a black mold like substance on an
in use cutting board. This board was put out of use. **Corrected On-Site**

31A-03-
4

  Intermediate - Handwash sink not accessible for employee use due to items stored in the
sink in the bake shop. Observed a bowl with utensils in this sink. They were immediately
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removed. **Corrected On-Site**

03D-16-
4   

Intermediate - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food covered
while cooling. Cooked onions in a walk-in cooler. They were immediately uncovered.
**Corrected On-Site** **Repeat Violation**

22-07-4   Intermediate - Slicer blade guard soiled with old food debris near the cook line. It was
immediately cleaned. **Corrected On-Site**

2601 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee FL 32399 :: Email: Customer Contact Center :: Customer Contact Center: 850.487.1395

 
The State of Florida is an AA/EEO employer. Copyright 2007-2010 State of Florida. Privacy Statement

  
Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public-records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact the office by phone or by traditional mail. If you have any questions, please contact
850.487.1395. *Pursuant to Section 455.275(1), Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2012, licensees licensed under Chapter 455, F.S. must
provide the Department with an email address if they have one. The emails provided may be used for official communication with the licensee.

However email addresses are public record. If you do not wish to supply a personal address, please provide the Department with an email
address which can be made available to the public.
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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By
using this search, you are agreeing to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

 
Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 04/01/2016

 
Met Inspection Standards

 During This Visit
 More information about inspections.

 

0 0 0

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites
violations of Florida's sanitation and safety laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could contribute directly to a
foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing.
Intermediate violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to
foodborne illness or injury. These violations include personnel training, documentation or record
keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the
division's procedures are designed to compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits,
administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation
N/A   No Violations Were Observed

2601 Blair Stone Road, Tallahassee FL 32399 :: Email: Customer Contact Center :: Customer Contact Center: 850.487.1395

 
The State of Florida is an AA/EEO employer. Copyright 2007-2010 State of Florida. Privacy Statement

  
Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public-records request,
do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact the office by phone or by traditional mail. If you have any questions, please contact
850.487.1395. *Pursuant to Section 455.275(1), Florida Statutes, effective October 1, 2012, licensees licensed under Chapter 455, F.S. must
provide the Department with an email address if they have one. The emails provided may be used for official communication with the licensee.

However email addresses are public record. If you do not wish to supply a personal address, please provide the Department with an email
address which can be made available to the public.
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Each inspection report is a "snapshot" of conditions present at the time of the inspection. By using this search, you are agreeing
to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: DEL AIRE GOLF CLUB License Number: SEA6005435

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2018

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address: 4646 WHITE CEDAR LN
 DELRAY BEACH, FL 33445-7027

 
Inspection Information

Inspection
Type

Inspection
Date Result

High
Priority

Violations

Intermediate
Violations

Basic
Violations

Routine -
Food 02/01/2016

 
Follow-up Inspection Required

 Violations require further review, but are not an immediate threat to the public.
 More information about inspections.

 

3 9 3

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites violations of Florida's sanitation and safety
laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could
contribute directly to a foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing. Intermediate
violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to foodborne illness or injury. These violations include
personnel training, documentation or record keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the division's procedures are designed to
compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits, administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation

16-55-4   
Basic - Dishmachine not washing/rinsing properly. Must wash, rinse and sanitize all dishware, equipment and utensils in three-
compartment sink until dishmachine is functioning properly. Glass washer at bar not dispensing detergent and sanitizer.
**Warning**

10-04-4   Basic - In-use utensil for nonpotentially hazardous (non-time/temperature control for safety) food not stored in a clean, protected
location. By pastry station utensils not inverted metal bucket. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**

08B-17-
4   Basic - Unwashed fruits/vegetables stored with ready-to-eat food. Produce cooler mushrooms over prepared carrots, scallions and

peeled onions. **Warning**

03D-06-
4   

High Priority - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food prepared from/mixed with ingredient(s) at ambient
temperature not cooled to 41 degrees Fahrenheit within 4 hours. Beef vegetable soup 116°- recheck 99°. Moved to freezer.
**Warning**

08A-09-
4   High Priority - Raw animal food stored over ready-to-eat food in walk-in cooler. Am cooler- raw oysters over sweet peppers.

Peppers moved to produce cooler. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**
08A-17-
5   High Priority - Raw animal foods not properly separated from one another based upon minimum required cooking temperature in

walk-in freezer _ all products not commercially packaged. Duck over raw clams. **Warning**
22-21-4   Intermediate - Accumulation of black/green mold-like substance inside the ice bin. At bar, bottom of ice bin. **Warning**
01C-05-
4   Intermediate - Clam/mussel/oyster tags not maintained in chronological order according to the last date they were served in the

establishment. **Warning**
01C-03-
4   Intermediate - Clam/mussel/oyster tags not marked with last date served. **Warning**

27-16-4   Intermediate - Hot water not provided/shut off at employee handwash sink. In men's bathroom **Warning**

53B-01-
5   

Intermediate - No proof of required state approved employee training provided for any employees. To order approved program
food safety material, call DBPR contracted provider: Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association (SafeStaff) 866-372-7233.
**Warning**

03D-16-
4   Intermediate - Potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food covered while cooling. Food from buffet line

covered with plastic bag - melon, cole slaw, shrimp salad all 48°. Removed plastic bag. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**
02A-01-
4   Intermediate - Raw or undercooked oysters offered and establishment has no consumer advisory sign provided on wall, menu,

placard, table tent or by any other written means. Raw animal foods must be fully cooked prior to service. **Warning**
02B-02-
4   Intermediate - Raw/undercooked animal food offered and establishment has no written consumer advisory. Raw animal foods

must be fully cooked prior to service. **Warning**
02C-02-
4   Intermediate - Ready-to-eat, potentially hazardous (time/temperature control for safety) food prepared onsite and held more than

24 hours not properly date marked. Heavy cream opened 01/30. Heavy cream dated. **Corrected On-Site** **Warning**
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